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Freedom of design
 with seemingly
 endless application
 possibilities

5043 Montblanc

Caesarstone quartz – 
beauty and strength 
combined
Quartz is more than beautiful. It is also one of nature’s 
strongest minerals. Impervious to stains, scratches 
and cracks, quartz is highly heat and cold resistant. 
Caesarstone surfaces combine form and function, allowing 
for the most diverse, durable and practical applications. 
Our surfaces retain the cool, tactile qualities of natural 
stone, while offering design freedom with almost unlimited 
application possibilities.
Since 1987 Caesarstone has been pioneering with quartz, 
developing thousands of designs and launching hundreds  
of successful new products, with more in the pipeline each  
and every year. 

Opposite: 5043 Montblanc
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6134 Georgian Bluffs5143 White Attica

5043 Montblanc

The new 2017 additions to the Supernatural Series 
are the 5143 White Attica, 6134 Georgian Bluffs and 
5043 Montblanc. These designs achieve the exquisite 
appearance of natural stone and include a variety of 
intricate veins, bold colours and textures.  

Opposite: 5143 White Attica 

The new 2017 
Supernatural colours
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6046 Moorland Fog6313 Turbine Grey

Our newest additions are inspired by the delicate 
beauty of nature. The Caesarstone granite inspired 
Supernaturals achieve the exquisite appearance 
of natural stone and carry forward a symphony of 
intricate veins, bold colors and textures. 

Opposite: 6313 Turbine Grey

The new 2017
Granite inspired 
Supernaturals
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4004 Raw Concrete4003 Sleek Concrete

4001 Fresh Concrete

4033 Rugged Concrete

Caesarstone has taken on the new raw trend of  industrial 
design and pushed it further with the innovative 
Concrete Series.

This series makes a genuine design statement, combining  
the coarse concrete trend fused together with 
Caesarstone's enduring quality and durability to deliver a 
surface of unparalleled performance and style.

The Concrete 
series

4033 Rugged Concrete

New
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Designs that  
inspire allied 
with incredible 
performance

Collaborating with 
leading designers
World-renowned designers and architects choose to  
partner with Caesarstone to set new design trends. While  
our collaborations have garnered many design awards, 
they have a much more important function for us. Design 
collaborations push us to push boundaries. We seek to 
innovate. Our ambition is to consistently set new standards  
for your interiors – to pioneer new styles, new collections  
and new textures that give our customers the latest, most 
cutting edge designs. 

Opposite: Milan Design Week 2016

5104 Tuscan Dawn
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London Grey  
5000 

Piatra Grey  
5003

White Attica  
5143

Vanilla Noir 
5100 

Montblanc 
5043 

Woodlands  
6338 

Georgian Bluffs  
6134 

Dreamy Marfil  
5220 

Noble Grey 
5211

Tuscan Dawn 
5104

Frosty Carrina 
5141

Urban Safari 
5134

Taj Royale  
5212 

Coastal Grey  
6003

Symphony Grey  
5133

Alpine Mist  
5110 

Cosmopolitan White 
5130

Bianco Drift  
6131 

* Shade and graining of 
actual product may vary 
from printed sample.

Supernatural collection
Supernatural combines the spirit of nature with the higher performance of 
Caesarstone. A range that mirrors the complexity, emotion and uniqueness 
of natural stone while delivering superior quality and durability.

Turbine Grey 
6313

Statuario Maximus 
5031

Moorland Fog  
6046 

Statuario Nuvo 
5111

Calacatta Nuvo  
5131 

Emperadoro 
5380 

New

New

New New

New
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Pure White 
1141

Mink 
4350

Linen 
2230

Atlantic salt 
6270

Raven 
4120

Oyster 
4030

Chocolate Truffle  
6350

Rugged Concrete 
4033

Jet Black 
3100

Wild Rice 
4360

Clamshell 
4130

Wild Rocks 
6250

Espresso 
3380

Sleek Concrete 
4003

Osprey 
3141

White Shimmer 
3142

Organic White 
4600

Crème Brule 
4255

Vivid White 
1111

Fresh Concrete 
4001

Ivory 
2220

Nougat 
6600

Buttermilk 
4220

Haze 
2030

Ocean Foam 
6141

Shitake 
4230

White Reflections  
7141

Snow 
2141

Misty Carrera 
4141

Recycled  
* Shade and graining of 
actual product may vary 
from printed sample.

Classico collection
This classic, multi-colour collection ranges from salt-and-pepper motifs 
to vivid colour blends, ideal for a variety of residential and commercial 
applications. Classico colours are available in three different finishes: 
Polished; Honed (matte or non-glossy); Viento (textured).

Ginger 
4330

Concrete 
2003

Black Noir  
6100

Urban 
2040

Raw Concrete 
4004

New
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Motivo collection
The patterned textured collection 
The motivo collection offers tangibly textured surfaces  
with various design patterns. This collection is based on a patented 
manufacturing process, combining two distinct types of finishes to create an 
embossed 3d effect that adds astonishing texture and a genuine statement to 
your chosen design.

Concetto collection
The semi-precious stones collection.
Concetto presents 11 individually cut and bound semi-precious stones in 
elegant hand-made surfaces. Featuring unique colours and translucent 
surfaces, concetto will enhance the design of any luxurious interior.

Crocodile 
3100C

Stripes Black 
3100S

Lace White 
2141L

Braids 
2220B

White Quartz 
8141

Petrified Wood 
8330

Amethyst 
8551

Argonite 
8617

Blue Agate 
8531

Tiger Eye 
8630

Brown Agate 
8310

Petrified Wood – Classic 
8331

Blue Tiger Eye 
8616

Gray Agate 
8311

Durmortierite 
8540
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We promise you 
a fast, efficient  
 and professional   
 customer service  
 and support

Opposite: 6134 Georgian Bluffs

Low maintenance 
decor for modern 
living
Caesarstone surfaces require minimal maintenance to keep 
them looking like new. Just gentle cleaning with soap & water 
or a mild detergent ensures ease of care for long-lasting luster. 
 

Quality & Service
As passionate as we are about design, we are equally committed 
to providing the best quality and service. Caesarstone has 
received worldwide recognition for our commitment to quality, 
safety and environmental standards. Each and every one of our 
surfaces is carefully inspected to ensure it meets the highest  
level of international quality standards.
Our surfaces come with a comprehensive warranty and 
professional customer service and support to our customers  
in over 50 countries worldwide.

MINIMUM 41% RECYCLED CONTENT
PRE-CONSUMER

• • • = Excellent   • • = Good   • = Poor

Caesarstone
Quartz Surfaces

Natural
Stone Laminate

Solid
Surface

Scratch resistant • • • • • • • • •
Stain resistant • • • • • • • • • • •
Chip and crack resistant • • • • • • • • • •
Heat and burn resistant • • • • • • • •
Resistant to household 
chemicals, acids  
and solvents 

• • • • • • • • • •

Low maintenance • • • • • • • •
Nonabsorbent 
And nonporous

• • • • • • • • • •

Mould and mildew 
Resistant

• • • • • • • • • •

Flexural strength • • • • • • • • •
Colour consistency • • • • • • • •
Immunity to Freeze 
and thaw

• • • • • • • •
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We’d love to hear from you.  
For more design ideas, queries  
and for your local distributor,  
visit our website:  
www.caesarstone.com

© Caesarstone 2017
Caesarstone® is a  
registered trademark.


